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Abstract
Parallel data processing has become more and more reliable phenomenon due to the realization of cloud computing,
especially using IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) clouds. The cloud service providers such as IBM, Google, Microsoft and
Oracle have made provisions for parallel data processing in their cloud services. Nevertheless, the frameworks used as of
now are static and homogenous in nature in a cluster environment. The problem with these frameworks is that the resource
allocation when large jobs are submitted is not efficient as they take more time for processing besides incurring more cost.
In this paper we discuss the possibilities of parallel processing and its challenges. One of the IaaS products meant for
parallel processing is presented in this paper. VMs are allocated to tasks dynamically for execution of jobs. With proposed
framework we performed parallel job processing which involves Map Reduce, a new programming phenomenon. We also
compare this with Hadoop.
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1. Introduction
Many organizations in the real world are into processing of large volumes of data. This has to be done is a cost
effective fashion. Such organizations include Microsoft, Yahoo, and Google etc. They deal with increased volumes
of data every day. For this purpose storing and retrieving data using conventional databases is very expensive [1].
To overcome the problem, many companies have started using commodity servers in a big way. When number of
such servers is being used for processing huge amount of data, the processing work is divided into multiple tasks
and assigned dynamically to every server involved. This facilitates the system to work faster as the available nodes
share the job of processing such voluminous data in a short span of time. This is possible due to parallel processing
of data. To enhance the performance further these companies have developed customized frameworks that take care
of parallel data processing in an efficient fashion. There are many such frameworks existing in the real world. They
are created by industry giants such as Microsoft, Yahoo, and Google etc. For instance the framework developed by
Google is known as MapReduce [2]. Microsoft developed a framework known as Dryad [3] while Yahoo developed
a framework known as Map-Reduce-Merge [4]. These products are varying capabilities for achieving many task
computing or high throughput computing in terms of amount of data to be processed and also the number of tasks
involved in the processing [5]. These applications are having different architectural designs. However, they share a
common approach in fulfilling objectives such as fault tolerance, parallel programming, optimized executions, and
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hiding the unnecessary things. These products are basically meant for parallel processing. Developers can write the
programs sequentially. When they are given to these products, they are distributed among multiple nodes and the
work is done parallel.
It is not recommended to establish costly data centers for parallel processing of data when a company involves in
processing large volumes of data occasionally. For such organizations, the recommended solution is the usage of
cloud computing. Cloud computing has emerged as a technology that enables individuals and organizations to gain
access to state-of-the-art servers, data centers, network infrastructure without the need for capital investment in pay
per use fashion. Many companies are providing cloud services. They include IBM, Oracle, Microsoft, Google etc.
These companies are cloud service providers who provide different kind of cloud services. The services are
categorized into IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and SaaS (Software as a service).
This paper deals with opportunities and challenges of parallel data processing in IaaS clouds. The cloud products
available are EC2 from Amazon [6], Azure from Microsoft etc. The cloud computing technology is based on the
concept of virtualization. The virtualasation technology makes the cloud computing a reality as it can reduce the cost
of maintaining clouds substantially. The virtualization technology involves creation and destroying of VMs of
different types based on the need. The data processing frameworks such as Map Reduce framework from Google of
late depend on the virtualization being used in IaaS cloud [7] [8]. Recently Amazon also started using the open
source product Hadoop for its IaaS cloud [9]. However, the current data processing frameworks are still using static
approach for resource allocation. This causes problems in clouds as the resources may be exhausted when huge
number of parallel jobs is being executed. This is the problem to be explored and resolved as it reduces the overall
performance of the cloud for parallel data processing.
This paper focuses on discussing various challenges involved in parallel data processing and the possibilities as well
with respect to the framework proposed in this paper. This is the framework known for its dynamic resource
allocation capabilities for the first time in the world. The work in this paper is influenced by [10].

2. Related Work
Recently there was lot of research went on parallel data processing and its implications and possibilities. Many
systems came into existence for processing MTC applications where parallel processing of data is essential. All such
systems have a common goal such as fault tolerance and parallel execution of tasks and they are being used in
different fields. Open source version of MapReduce i.e. Hadoop [7] or the MapReduce were designed to run jobs in
parallel in cost effective manner using commodity servers. For simplicity an example framework is MapReduce.
Once job is given to it, it automatically takes care of dividing the given job into tasks and spreading them across the
available servers. There are two programs involved namely Map and Reduce for specific functionality. There are
many other programs that coordinate with the jobs of MapReduce nature [11], [12]. As a matter of fact, the
MapReduce framework was developed for huge clusters of static in nature. It can deal with ad hoc failure of nodes,
allocation of resources to machines of homogenous kind. It lacks efficient dynamic resource allocation capabilities.
In [13] a framework by name Pegasus framework was designed for grid based systems to work on complex MTC
works of scientific in nature. The working of this framework is somewhat similar to the proposed one. The
workflows created for Pegasus are abstract in nature until a mapping is established between the resources available
at runtime and the tasks to be processed in parallel. The proposed framework focuses on reducing the cost while
allocating VM instances to process parallel jobs using its stage concept. It is not the case with Pagasus as it deals
with abnormal things at runtime. The execution engine of Pegasus is DAGMan and Condor-G [14]. Another
framework by name Swift [15] was introduced in [15] to deal with issues pertaining to management that are result of
running multiple tasks in parallel. The components used by the authors are Globus [16], Falkon [17] and CoG
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Karajan [18]. The approach followed in this paper resembles Dryad [14] which also runs jobs pertaining to DAG.
The product Dryad assumes a set of worker nodes which are homogenous in nature. The notion of cost of processing
is not implemented by this. In [19] a new approach is presented to handle peak-load issues in cloud computing
products such as EC2 in terms of allocating resources on-demand. In [20] also discussion is made on the resource
allocations in grid environment for workflows related to scientific work. Both were focusing on data-intensive and
batch-driven workflows which are similar to that of proposed framework. Recently in [21] an operating system was
presented which can allocate VMs on demand. It is meant for clouds and multicore.

3. Opportunities and Challenges
The existing data processing frameworks like MapReduce and Dryad were developed for working in cluster
environments. They can’t be directly used in cloud environments. Moreover they are built on certain assumptions.
This section discusses the opportunities and challenges when those assumptions are got rid of. The assumptions are
that the worker nodes are static in nature and homogenous. In cloud environment, the resources are to be allocated to
worker nodes on demand. The new possibilities with cloud computing include scheduling data processing jobs,
allocating resources dynamically, optimum utilization of VM instances with proper management. It is also essential
to determine which task has to be executed in which VM instance. Keeping these in mind the proposed framework is
designed which is as shown in fig. 1. The challenges in parallel processing include:
 When compared with static cluster environment, the cloud environment has challenges such as its
opaqueness with respect to data locality.
 Large amounts of data transfer due to the non-exposure of customer information.
 Network topologies which were subjected to research are not clear whether they can be applied to cloud
environment.

4. Architectural Design of Proposed Framework
This section described the architectural design of a new framework that takes care of parallel processing of jobs with
efficient resource allocation. It takes ideas from existing frameworks and improves them further.

Fig.1 Proposed framework that runs in IaaS cloud
As can be seen in fig. 1, the proposed framework runs in IaaS cloud for parallel data processing. The users of this
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can send jobs by running a VM (Virtual Machine) which is also known as job manager. Then the job manager with
the help of the controller provided by cloud is responsible to create VMs as and when required. It takes job from the
clients and distributes then to different task managers. The task managers are nothing but the worker nodes that
actually process the tasks. It does mean that the job manager divides the given job into number of tasks and assigns
them to task managers at runtime. It is also having capabilities to create and terminate virtual machines as required.
The IaaS cloud has common storage which can be shared by all task managers.
I. Job Scheduling and Execution
When job manager receive job from client, it gets transformed into execution graph which is a data structure which
has adequate information related to scheduling and execution of jobs. The proposed framework allows splitting the
job into tasks and subtasks and also takes care of creating and terminating VM instances besides managing them for
efficiency. In order to overcome the problem of availability of VMs, the framework allows the dividing the
execution graph into many execution stages. VM instances are associated with stages so that it is easy to manage
those VM instances with stages. These stages act as checkpoints that ensure the complete execution of tasks without
causing problems.

5. Experiments and Results
Three experiments are conducted on local IaaS cloud servers. Each has two CPUs of 2.66 GHz speed. Main memory
is of 32 GB. For virtual machine deployment, Eucalyptus [22] is used. For virtual IO access virtio [23] is used. The
first experiment is done with MapReduce and Hadoop. The second experiment is done using MapReduce and
Proposed framework while the third experiment is done using DAG and Proposed Framework. As part of first
experiment, three programs are written for aggregate task. The first job is responsible to reads the given data and
sorts it in ascending order and sends them to Hadoop file system. The second and third jobs operate on the sorted
data for data aggregation. In the second experiment also the three maps reduce programs are reused by writing
wrapper classes. This facilitated to run unmodified Hadoop MapReduce programs with proposed framework. This
experiment is meant for observing the efficient dynamic resource allocation. The third experiment we deviated from
MapReduce processing pattern. Here the sort/aggregate problem is implemented as DAG to test the ability of the
proposed framework for managing worker nodes of heterogeneous in nature. It does mean that this experiment is
made to see how the resources are dynamically allocated efficiently for heterogeneous compute nodes. The results of
first experiment are shown in fig. 2.

Fig.2 Results of first experiment
As can be seen in fig. 2, the performance results of the first experiment are presented. It shows average network
utilization and also the average network traffic among instances. Comparatively fair resource utilization is reflected
in the graph.
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Fig.3 Results of experiment 2
As can be seen in fig. 3, the performance results of the second experiment are presented. It shows average network
utilization and also the average network traffic among instances for executing the same MapReduce programs on top
of the proposed framework.

Fig.4 Results of experiment 3
As can be seen in fig. 4, the performance results of the second experiment are presented. It shows average network
utilization and also the average network traffic among instances for executing DAG on top of the proposed
framework.
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6. Conclusion
This paper has presented the possible opportunities and challenges with respect to parallel data processing in IaaS
clouds using the environment proposed in this paper. The main focus was on the dynamic resource allocation for
parallel data processing. We presented the architecture of a new framework and even compared with the Hadoop
which is a well-known data processing framework. The evaluation provides insights into various aspects such as
assigning VMs to tasks, how parallel jobs are processed. It also discusses about the dynamic resource allocation to
reduce processing cost and improve optimal utilization of resources.
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